CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS

Automotive Platform Meeting
at Dexerials, Frankfurt/M.
July 11 and 12, 2018

Scope:
(Automotive) Display Technology – Devices, Materials & Components – Today & Tomorrow

The Scope of Our Dexerials Meeting

After looking into the interaction between driver and display during one of the recent meetings, we are now stepping more into the technical details of display technology used in automotive applications. The "magic triangle" of highest usability, galactic robustness and lowest cost ever challenges material scientists, R&D managers and designers all and every time.

What are we interested in?

Very simple, we want to know where we are heading for. What shall be the challenges for display manufacturers and display integrators, when 'driving a car' isn't any longer 'driving' a car? What if sitting in a car doesn't mean that some people are seated in the same orientation? Are there new requirements coming with new concepts of individual mobility?

The meeting site

Dexerials Europe B.V. | Frankfurt/Main Branch | 10. Etage, 3C Main Airport Center | Unterschweinstiege 2–14, 60549 Frankfurt

Call for contributions

I would like to encourage you all to present your ideas and knowledge in the above fields. Of course you may also suggest additional and related topics and external speakers. However, by presenting your own paper you will create a very special opportunity to visualize your expertise.

Please let us know that you are interested in presenting until June 06, 2018 - or earlier. We shall contact the speakers for copies of their presentations later.

Contact
Ulrich Rütten
Phone: +49 171 3343 428
E-Mail: gm@displayforum
Internet: www.displayforum.de